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H.E.Ui© Governor,

Submitted.
2. Owing to the nature of the etone,I fear stonebreakin 

in this Colony cannot be compared with similar work in other 
Colonies. Stone breaking in this Celony is I venture te 
think,best suited for priaen labour,

A. C. S.6/6/21.
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noted.

Papefc returned accordingly.
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The Hon; Col; Secretary.
His Excellency's ins tunic t io ns

Ii

RJolonial Esagiaeer,

For ysur iaforsation and guidance* V 
kindly ratarn this paper to C.S.0,wh»n you hav« read and
His Excellency's instructions.

Hon’.Treasurer,
For your information.

''7 '
A. C. S.8/6/21.
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FALKLAND ISLANDS.

Minute Paper.

Colonial Engineer.Departmental Number. From The
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SUBJECT./

Increase in rate of wages for stone breaking.

(I)

a living wage.
(2) It is generally allowed that a labourer should be able

to era )k about one cubic yard of ordinary hard stone into 2M

(3)

of the ordinary labourer.viz

(4)
stones and,therefore,do not turn out so large a quantity as they
probably will do when they have had a little more experience, of
the work.

b

During the past month workmen from the camp have been 
employed breaking stones at the rate of per cubic yard.

They state that owing to the short period of dayli^t 
and the unfavourable weather conditions they are unable to earn

Reference
Numbers.

I>ate-----June-^th-

. >''C.S. No..... <r,..
y. u’*' .

cubic yard as this would correspond more or less with the wage 
l/~ per hour.

The men do not,at present,know the best way to break the

li
■

li

gauge road metal in a period of 10 hours.
I would suggest that the rate be increased to io/- per

Torphe non. Col. Secy.


